OCTOBER - DECEMBER 2022

Previews

THE HIWAY THEATER

Creepshow
OCT 14 FRI 9:45
Celebrating the 40th anniversary of the ultimate horror anthology. Best selling author and writer Stephen King, joins forces with director George A. Romero to pay homage to '50s horror comics. Featuring five colorful and terrifying tales filled with vengeful cockroaches, feral creatures, "dead" beat dads, and King himself as an alien moss-covered hillbilly.

Corpse Bride
OCT 15 SAT 11:00AM
Johnny Depp voices Victor, a nervous Victorian-era groom who retreats into a forest to practice his vows. When he places his ring on a tree branch, he realizes it is actually the finger of a zombie bride. Thrilled to be finally married, his new spouse lures him into the Land of the Dead to begin their new life. $5 Tickets / Free for Members.

Psycho
OCT 20 THU 7:00
Hitchcock's most notorious movie changed horror films forever. Janet Leigh makes a fateful decision to spend the night at the Bates Motel, run by a peculiar young man and his "mother." Featuring a memorable performance from Anthony Perkins and one of the greatest scenes in film history. Rated R.

Twilight
OCT 22 SAT 7:00
The first adaptation of Stephenie Meyer's supernatural romance saga. TWILIGHT follows the meeting and courtship of high school misfit Bella Swan (Kristen Stewart) and the mysterious Edward Cullen (Robert Pattinson). Bella, who is far from frightened, enters a dangerous romance with her immortal yet angst-y soulmate.

Hopper: An American Love Story
OCT 23 SUN 1:30
Edward Hopper’s work is some of the most recognizable art in America – popular, praised, and mysterious. This film takes a deep look into Hopper’s art, life, and relationships, exploring the enigmatic personality with expert interviews, diaries, and a startling visual reflection of American life.

Straight Line Crazy
OCT 26 WED 7:00
David Hare’s new play is about Robert Moses, the most powerful city planner in New York City history. Ralph Fiennes plays Moses, a charismatic man whose mix of charm and intimidation changed the city forever. Directed by Nicholas Hytner. Captured live at the Bridge Theatre in London.

The Texas Chainsaw Massacre
OCT 28 FRI 9:45
This low-budget screem-fest follows five friends travelling throughout rural Texas who stumble upon an old farmhouse belonging to a chainsaw-wielding lunatic and his murderous family. THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE remains unparalleled in the horror genre. Rated R.

The Shining
OCT 29 SAT 7:00
Stanley Kubrick’s horror classic. Jack Nicholson plays an aspiring writer who accepts a position as the off-season custodian at an elegant hotel so he can write undisturbed. But shortly after he settles in with his wife and his young son, the ominous hotel begins to yield its sinister power. The film is filled with one memorable scene after another. Rated R.

Main Attractions and Special Programs are updated weekly. Check our website or sign up for our weekly email for the most up-to-date information.
**Horror at the Hiway**

**Silent Night, Deadly Night**
**DEC 9 FRI 7:00**

Ho, Ho, Ho! It’s the most terrifying time of the year when a psychotic Santa delivers deadly delights to anyone who gets in his way. Rated R and the best in this infamous horror cult classic. Rated R and the worst in this famous horror classic. Rated R.

**Gremlins**
**DEC 10 SAT 10:30AM**

When a man brings home an adorable creature as a Christmas present for his son Billy, the shopkeeper’s sage advice—no midnight snacks, no water, mood lighting only—goes unheeded. The result unleashes a horde of malevolently mischievous monsters which take over the small town on Christmas Eve. $5 Tickets / Free for Members.

**Halloween III: Season of the Witch**
**NOV 4 FRI 9:45**

This Michael-Myers-less entry was the franchise’s first (and last) foray in a series of disconnected films centered around All Hallows’ Eve. Starring perennial horror icon Tom Atkins as a doctor who attempts to uncover a nefarious plot that connects Halloween mask-maker to a string of brutal murders. Rated R.

**The Philadelphia Story**
**NOV 5 SAT 7:00**

A classic, dazzling romantic comedy starring three of Hollywood’s most legendary stars: Katharine Hepburn, Cary Grant, and Jimmy Stewart. On the eve of a wealthy socialite’s second marriage, she spars with her ex-husband and flirts with an undercover tabloid reporter.

**National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation**
**DEC 15 THU 7:00**

Bad luck seems to follow The Griswold family no matter where they go or what they do. As the holiday season approaches, Clark Griswold’s (Chevy Chase) plans for a big family Christmas, predictably turn into a big disaster in this beloved holiday comedy classic.

**The Polar Express**
**DEC 17 SAT 10:30AM**

On Christmas Eve 1959, a young boy wanders outside and happens upon a train called “The Polar Express” headed for the North Pole. On his adventure, he meets a colorful cast of characters on their way to see Santa, and learns about friendship and the spirit of Christmas. $5 Tickets / Free for Members.

**Love Actually**
**DEC 14 WED 7:00**

This London-set Christmas film is the pinnacle of ensemble romantic comedies. Featuring upwards of ten intertwining love stories and boasting an extraordinary cast of names that include Hugh Grant, Emma Thompson, Colin Firth, Liam Neeson, Laura Linney, Alan Rickman, Keira Knightley, Bill Nighy, and Rowan Atkinson.

**Be a member.**

Members are the reason the Hiway Theater has survived the past two years. Thank you for your loyal support.

Help keep the Hiway Theater healthy and vibrant into the future by being a member.

Sign up online or with a staff member in the lobby.

HiwayTheater.org/member

---

**NATIONAL THEATRE LIVE**

**Venice: Infinitely Avant-Garde**
**NOV 6 SUN 1:30**

This tour of the city takes in masterpieces by Tépalo, Canaletto, Rosalba Carrera and the intellectuals who fell in love with Venice: from Canova to Goethe, Byron to Walter Scott, down to the great Hollywood stars, drawn to its unique, yearly Film Festival.

**Elf**
**NOV 26 SAT 10:30AM**

Buddy, a man raised as an elf at the North Pole who after inadvertently wreaking havoc on the elf community due to his unruly size— is sent to New York in search of his father. As it so happens, his father is a cynical businessman who reluctantly attempts to start a relationship with the childlike Buddy with increasingly chaotic results. $5 Tickets / Free for Members.

**The Great Muppet Caper**
**DEC 3 SAT 10:30AM**

Kermit, Gonzo, and Fozzie are reporters who jet off to the United Kingdom with the gang. While there they interview a wealthy fashion designer who’s the victim of jewel thieves and must clear Miss Piggy’s name after she’s framed for the theft. $5 Tickets / Free for Members.

**White Christmas**
**DEC 8 THU 7:00**

This holiday gem follows two buddies who fall for two sisters and follow the girl to a resort owned by their former commanding officer, who is in danger of losing the place. (Got that?) Featuring Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye, Rosemary Clooney, and Vera-Elle, plus many memorable Irving Berlin songs.

**HOLLYWOOD CLASSICS**

**Jack Absolute Flies Again**
**OCT 30 SUN 1:30**

A rollicking new comedy by Richard Bean (One Man, Two Guvnors) and Oliver Chris (Twelfth Night). Pilot Officer Jack Absolute plans for a big family season approaches, Clark Griswold’s family no matter where they go. Bad luck seems to follow The Griswold family no matter where they go or what they do. As the holiday season approaches, Clark Griswold’s plans for a big family Christmas, predictably turn into a big disaster in this beloved holiday comedy classic.

**Blade**
**NOV 3 THU 7:00**

As a half-man, half-vampire, Blade is an immortal warrior fighting a war against an underworld of vampires seeking to destroy the human race. BLADE featured the first portrayal of an African American superhero leading his film, a legacy currently being carried on by the upcoming Black Panther: Wakanda Forever. Rated R.

**Halloween III: Season of the Witch**
**NOV 4 FRI 9:45**

This Michael-Myers-less entry was the franchise’s first (and last) foray in a series of disconnected films centered around All Hallows’ Eve. Starring perennial horror icon Tom Atkins as a doctor who attempts to uncover a nefarious plot that connects Halloween mask-maker to a string of brutal murders. Rated R.
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